
Paracetamol
• Paracetamol’s mechanism of action is fundamentally unknown; however, it is believed to function selectively in the central nervous system antagonising 

cyclooxygenase (COX) enzymes by reducing their active form.

NSAIDs
• Unlike paracetamol, NSAIDs both inhibit COX by instead binding to the active site, and furthermore do so systemically - leading to the anti-inflammatory 

and anti-platelet properties that are mild or absent in paracetamol.
• Aspirin is an irreversible competitive antagonist of COX enzymes – the reduced production of prostanoids by COX-2 in turn leads to the analgesic, 

antipyretic, and anti-inflammatory properties of aspirin.
• Ibuprofen functions peripherally as a competitive reversible antagonist of COX-1 and COX-2; however, ibuprofen risks out-competing aspirin at COX sites. 
• Mefenamic Acid is a competitive antagonist of COX-1 and COX-2.
• Parecoxib is a selective COX-2 inhibitor, acting similarly to reduce pain - however doing so without the platelet aggregation reduction of COX-1 inhibitors. 

Methoxyflurane
• Methoxyflurane is an inhaled analgesic which has multiple effects, including functioning centrally to decrease conduction via gap junctions, agonism of 

GABA receptors, and many others – cumulatively leading to analgesia at low doses (3 – 6 mL) and anaesthesia at high doses (40 – 60 mL).
• While withdrawn from use globally as an anaesthetic during the 2000s due to high dose nephrotoxicity, it has remained in use domestically as an analgesic 

for temporary relief of traumatic and procedural pain – and it is now being re-introduced for this indication in Europe.

Local anaesthesia
• Lignocaine, and the long-acting ropivacaine and cinchocaine, are local anaesthetics that function in the peripheral nervous system primarily by temporarily 

attaching to the intracellular side of sodium channels, binding them to their open state; this prevents repolarisation and inhibits neural transmission, leading 
to regional anaesthesia.
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ECP = Extended care paramedic ICP – Intensive care paramedic IM = Intramuscular IN = Intranasal IV = Intravenous NMDA = N-methyl-D-aspartate RSI = Rapid sequence induction SC = Subcutaneous PO = Per oral

1) Excluding for angina 2) Including both with and without atropine 3) Including cophenylcaine 4) Including, variously, cannulation (both IV and IO), urinary catheterisation, fracture reduction, suturing, fish hook removal, and various other procedures 5) Including from toothache, abscess, or post maxillofacial surgery 6) Several services explicitly authorise RSI for uncontrollable pain, humanitarian reasons, or similar – these are listed here, excluding RSI for all other indications 7) With paracetamol 8) Paramedics are 
indicated for analgesic dosage range; ICPs are additionally indicated for dissociative dosage range 9) Consultation required 10) ICP – “High Acuity Response Unit” only 11) ECP for suturing, fish hook removal, digital block; Specialist for arterial line placement, thoracostomy 12) ICP – “Mobile Intensive Care Ambulance Flight Paramedic” only 
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Produced August 2022.  This poster is a descriptive analysis and comparison of a specific and discrete cluster of primary sources. All of the ten jurisdictional services have open access Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs). Content was extracted by paramedics, with oversight from two senior lecturers in paramedicine.  
Scope of practice was classified as ‘Paramedic’ (undergraduate degree, represented by a ✓), ‘Intensive Care Paramedic’ (intensive care postgraduate degree), ‘Extended Care Paramedic’ (primary care postgraduate degree), or ‘Specialist’ (all other advanced roles, e.g. Retrievalist).   Standard, routine cares and non-
pharmacological treatments such as fracture reduction were omitted for brevity, as are nitrates for angina.  This comparison does not review the peer-reviewed, published literature to determine current best practice in treatment.  Consequently, no CPG is inferred to be superior or inferior to any other, nor that the most 
common treatment is necessarily optimal.  This resources is created purely to assist making paramedics aware of current Australasian treatment options across JASs.  
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Opioids
• Morphine is an opiate that functions centrally to agonise μ opioid receptor (MOR), δ opioid receptor (DOR) and κ opioid receptor (KOR) that are 

endogenously agonised by enkephalins, endorphins, and dynorphins, with strongest affinity for MOR.
• Fentanyl is a synthetic opioid that functions centrally as an opioid receptor agonist, with preference for MOR and an affinity that may be up to 100 times 

greater than morphine (leading to standard dosing regimens with 1/100th of the morphine dose).
• Tramadol is a synthetic opioid that functions centrally with effects on multiple neurotransmitters; as well as preference for MOR agonism, tramadol also 

functions as a reuptake inhibitor for serotonin and noradrenaline and as a direct antagonist for serotonin, acetylcholine, and NMDA receptors, among many 
other effects.

• Codeine is a natural opiate, selective central nervous system MOR agonist, and prodrug of morphine.
• Oxycodone is a semi-synthetic opioid (being derived from the opiate thebaine) and selective central nervous system MOR agonist.

Ketamine
• Ketamine has a multitude of pharmacodynamic effects, the most relevant of which is its central function as a non-competitive NMDA antagonist, in turn 

reducing the excitatory effects of glutamate and glycine, and leading to analgesia, disassociation, and ultimately anaesthesia with increasing dosage.

Midazolam
• Benzodiazepines allosterically enhance the effect of GABA, increasing intracellular chloride and hyperpolarizing the cell. This hyperpolarization increases the 

stimuli necessary to reach the action potential threshold, decreasing neurotransmission. 
• While not leading to analgesia, benzodiazepines do terminate muscular spasm and have anxiolytic properties, both of which may be beneficial in mitigating 

procedural pain.
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